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In this paper we give a simple proof of the following proposition which 
has originally been proved in [ 11. The interested reader is referred there for 
background and bibliography on the Jacobian problem. 
PROPOSITION. Let Ai.. AL.” be affine n-spaces over an integral domain K 
of characteristic f2 and 4: Ai. + AL-” a morphism gicen in some affine 
systems of coordinates bJ 
x( =fi(-u, . . . x,) (i= l,.... n;f.(x, ee. x,,) E K[x, ..a x,,]). 
If degree f;. < 2 (i = 1 ,..., n) and det J(f, . .. f,) = c with c E K and c imer- 
me in K-J(f, ,..f,)=((~~/~,~j)),,iSn.I~:ian being the Jacobian matrix of 
f, ... f,, -, then $ is an isomorphism. 
Proof: We can assume that K is an algebraically closed field since if an 
inverse 4 ’ to 4 exists and is given by li = gi(x; e.. ?I:,), then the coefficients 
of the gi belong, as immediately seen, to the subring of K generated by 1, the 
coefficients of the fi. and CC’. Furthermore it is enough to prove that $ is 
injective on the set of closed points of Ai.. In fact if we let 4”: K(xi ... XL) + 
K(x, . . . -yn) be the injection induced by $ on the function fields of the affme 
spaces and if p # 0 is a nonconstant (i.e., noninvertible) element of 
K[x; ... x;], then 4*(p) is a nonconstant (i.e., noninvertible) element of 
K[x, 1.. x,]; on the other hand the assumption on the Jacobian of 4 ensures 
that C$ preserves codimension of subvarieties so that over any height 1 prime 
idea1 of K[.u; ... XL] (which is principal) lies at least one height 1 prime ideal 
of K[x, ... x,] and every height 1 prime ideal of K[x, ... x,] lies over one 
height 1 prime ideal of K[x; .. . XL]. This translates into the fact that every 
localization of K[.u; ... x;]. This translates into the fact that every 
localization of K[xi ... x:] at a prime ideal of height 1 is dominated through 
q*, and hence isomorphic if 4 is birational, to some localization of 
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K[x, ... x,,] at a prime ideal of height 1 and conversely. Now K[.Y, .. . x,, ] 
and K[.K; ... x,,]. being normal rings, are equal to the intersection of all their 
localizations of height 1 prime ideals so that if @ is birational it is 
automatically an isomorphism. 
Moreover by hypothesis K(x, ... xn) is a separable extension of 
K(.Y; ... XL) so that if Q is injective it is also birational. 
Let us now suppose that P and R are closed points of AZ such that 
4(P) = Q(R); we can choose afftne coordinates in Ai. and /AA.” centered at P 
and g(P) respectively-which we still will denote by (x, .. . s,), 
(xi ... .r;,+such that 4 is given by the equations: .u( = -yi + Qi(s, ... s,,). Q; 
being a quadratic form in the -yj. 
By assumption we have det J(.u, + Q,, ?I? + Qz ,..., x, + Q,,) = I = 
det(l+ J(Q, Q: .. . Q,)). I denoting the identity matrix n x n. If we substitute 
(sx, .** sx,) to (x, ... x,,) in the last identity we get also-the aQ,/,?x, being 
linear forms-that det(Z+ sJ(Q, ... Q,)) = 1, Vs E K (i.e., that J(Q, ... Q,,) 
is nilpotent). 
Now since the Qi are homogeneous of degree 2 we can rewrite the 
equations of $ in the form: XI = xi + + CiGjG,(?Qi/2xj)xi or, using vectorial 
notation, in the form x = (I + ~J(x))x where 
and J(X) stands for the matrix J(Q, ... Q,) considered as a function of s. Let 
be the coordinate of the point R so that we have: 0 = (I + $J(x~))?c~. 
I + +J(?cO). having determinant 1. is an invertible matrix. This forces 
0 
x0 = 
0 i) 0 
so that R = P and 4 is injective. 
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